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Quiz 1

Quiz 2

common mistakes! 1

 want to be  First conditional

 need to be  so that / so / because

 very few / very little / not enough  too / very

 Phrasal verbs  -ed / -ing adjectives

 Relative pronouns  Second conditional 

 Passive voice  Tenses (review)

  either … or  neither … nor   Shall we / Let’s

sample
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Unit 8 The principal’s sculpture

Unit 12 In the lab 

Unit 9 Mr Owl

Unit 13 Dinosaur world

Unit 10 Emergency! 

Unit 14 Take a picture

Unit 11 The red button

38

56

42

60

46

64

54

68

70

50

Advertisement

Story

Letter

Article

Personal recount

News report

Personal recount

Text type

Text type

Text type

Text type

Text type

Text type

Text type

Quiz 3

Quiz 4

common mistakes! 2

  Adjectives (review)  as … as   like 

  However / but
  First … Next / Then / 
After that … Finally

  soon / after a while / 
at last

 Verbs + Gerunds   so many / so much

 unless   because / therefore

 Adverbs of manner
  Simple present tense and  
present continuous tense

 Adjectives + Prepositions   Gerunds

 Verbs + Objects + to   Sorry for / Thank you for …

72 76Revision

sample
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want to beWhat’s 
happening?

A. Fill in the blanks with ‘want to be’ and the given words.

  I  a teacher.

 1. He  a doctor.

 2. She  a driver. 

 3. Ken  a nurse. 

 4. Lucy . (firefighter)

 5. Alex . (chef)

 6. I . (singer)

E.g.

UnitUnit    11 When I grow upWhen I grow up

What do you want to be 
when you grow up? I want to be an inventor.

I want to be an actor.  Susan wants to be a pilot.

article + noun

want to be

sample
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First conditionalWhat’s 
happening?

If I become an inventor, 
I will make robots.

Then the robots will work for me!

If I become a pilot, I will fly a plane.

I will fly a plane if I become a pilot.

main clause

main clause

if-clause

if-clause

B.  Underline the if–clauses in the sentences.

  If he becomes a doctor, he will help sick people.

 1. If she becomes a designer, she will design many clothes.

 2. I will be happy if I win the competition.

 3. I will visit my grandparents if I am free.

 4. If we need more food, we will buy some at the market.

 5. If it rains tomorrow, they will not go hiking.

 6. Mum will make a cake if she has time.

E.g.

if-clause simple present

main clause future (will + verb)

First conditional  likely situations

sample
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C.  Circle the correct words.

  If I become a teacher, I　will teach / teach　English.

 1. I　will go / go　into space if I become an astronaut.

 2. If the weather　is / will be　nice, we will have a picnic.

 3. If Kenny is sick, he　will stay / stays　at home.

 4. We　will be / are　late if we　do not hurry / will not hurry  .

 5. My parents　are / will be　angry if I　fail / will fail　the exam.

 6. The baby　cries / will cry　if he　is / will be　hungry.

 7. If I　will go / go　to the beach, I　build / will build　many sandcastles.

D.  Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs.

   If Simon  (be) sick, he  

 (go) to the doctor.

 1.  Henry  (eat) chocolate if he  

 (be) sad.

 2. Dad  (buy) the laptop if he  (get) a discount.

 3. We  (watch) a film if we  (have) free time.

 4. If I  (become) a firefighter, I  (put) out fires.

 5.  If you  (drink) enough water every day, you  

 (be) healthier.

 6. If you  (not tidy) your room, it  (be) messy.

E.g.

E.g.

will go

is

✘ he will goes

4 he will go

sample
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E.  Susie is listening to an interview. Complete the interview with the given 
phrases.

Host: Good morning. We have Mary the scientist with us today.

Mary: Hi, everybody.

Host: What does someone need to do to be a scientist?

Mary:  1 , you need to be interested in learning.  

2 , you will do well.

Host: Do you do experiments every day?

Mary:  Yes. 3  very often if we want to invent 

something. 4 , we will do it again. If we do 

not get a good result, 5 .

Host: Wow! That’s a lot of hard work.

Mary:  6 , you won’t feel bored or tired. Sometimes 

7  if I have to do an experiment over and 

over again. And then I get very hungry.

Host: What are you working on right now?

Mary:  I am trying to invent a time machine. We will have a chance to meet people from 

the past 8 .

Host: We are all looking forward to that. Thank you for joining us today.

Mary: You’re welcome. We use ‘If … will …’ to talk about things 
that are likely to happen.

Everyday grammarEveryday grammar

if we succeed  if we fail in the experiment 
if you are interested in learning if you love doing something 
if you want to be a scientist I will forget to eat
we will do experiments we will keep trying

sample
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A.  Fill in the blanks using the correct form of ‘want to be’ or ‘need to be’. 
(12 marks)

 1. Susie  a scientist when she grows up.

 2. We  nice to one another.

 3. We  calm when there is an accident.

 4. John  the class monitor.

 5. Ben  a football player so he practises football every day.

 6. Helen and Alex  volunteers. They like helping people.

B.  Fill in the blanks with ‘either … or’ or ‘neither … nor’. (14 marks)

 1.  lions  tigers are sea animals.

 2. Goldfish can  walk  fly.

 3.   Sam  Emily will win the game. There can only be one 

winner.

 4.  Please help with the housework. You can  sweep the floor  

 wash the dishes.

 5.  We will travel abroad this summer. We will go to  Japan 

 Thailand.

 6.  Dad is very busy this week. He can  have dinner  play 

with us.

 7.  Mum doesn’t like dessert. She likes  ice cream  

cheesecake.

QuizQuiz    11
(Units 1-4)(Units 1-4)

sample
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C.  Fill in the blanks with ‘so that’, ‘so’ or ‘because’. (12 marks)

 1. Dad wears a pair of glasses  he can see clearly.

 2. I was late for school  I woke up late this morning.

 3. Ken was sick  he went to the doctor.

 4. Helen is tidying her room  it is messy.

 5. Mum added too much sugar  the cake was too sweet.

 6.  Grandma waters the plants every day  they can grow big and 
strong.

D.  Complete the conversation with the given words. You can only use the words 
ONCE. (10 marks)

Mum: Susie, shall we make a dessert together?

Susie: That is a 1  good idea. Let’s make some cheesecake.

Mum: We have 2  cheese. What about an apple pie?

Susie: We have 3  apples. What about cupcakes?

Mum:  There is 4  flour for us to make cupcakes. But there  

is some jelly powder.

Susie: Let’s make jelly then. Can we finish making it before dinner?

Mum: I think so. It won’t take us 5  long. 

not enough  too  very  very few  very little

sample
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A.  Circle the mistakes and write the correct words in the boxes.  
Put a tick (4) if the sentence is correct.

 1.  The Maths test was very difficult. Either Ken or Anna passed  
the test. 

 2.  We can either have a barbecue or a picnic at the country  
park.

 3.  You can have neither the mushroom soup nor the corn  
soup. Which one would you prefer?

 4.  Neither Helen nor her sister came to school today. They  
are both sick.

 5.  Jenny is either mean or selfish. Everyone loves playing  
with her.

✘

two choices

two negative ideas

1

We can neither eat nor drink on the MTR.

We can take either the bus or the MTR.

4

4

Don’t mix ‘either … or’ up with ‘neither … nor’!

sample
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A. Rewrite the sentences using the correct form of the words. (24 marks)

 1. Mary travels to France. She visits Paris. 

  If Mary  to France, she  Paris.

 2. Kelly is a fairy. She helps poor people. 

  If Kelly  a fairy, she  poor people.

 3.  The students are hard-working. They pass the exam. 

  

 4.  I am a bird. I fly to different places. 

  

 5.  It rains tomorrow. We don’t go to the beach. 

  

 6.  Ken is a prince. He rides on a white horse.

  

B.  Fill in the blanks using the correct form of the given words. (10 marks)

 1. The rubbish  by the janitor.

 2.  The truth  by my parents.

 3.  This story  by John.

 4.  These cookies  by this bakery.

 5.  The prince  a frog by the witch.

find out  give away  make up

pick up  turn into

sample


